WITHDRAWN LOTS: 21

Lot 142 has been sold prior to auction.

Lot 17  The title is LOUGH FINN, COUNTY DONEGAL
Lot 47  The estimate in the catalogue should read: €20,000-€25,000 (£17,020-£21,280)
Lot 54  The painting in the lower right hand corner of this work references Henri Matisse’s ‘The Painter and His Model’. We are grateful to Julian and Rory Campbell for this extra information.
Lot 84  The estimate in the catalogue should read: €1,000-€1,500 (£850-£1,280)
Lot 94  The painting shows the reverse of a labelled picture for hanging at an exhibition. Provenance: A gift from the artist to Rachel Wroe Sawko; thence by descent.
Rachel Wroe-Sawko (1933-2013) was a stained glass artist who studied at Birmingham School of Art and The Slade School. She lived in Ireland for 16 years and was a neighbour and friend of Charles Brady in Dun Laoghaire.
Lot 131  The title of this work is ‘Mr. Sitwell’s Cows’. We are grateful to the artist for this information.
Lot 133  The artist’s dates should read 1904-1989